




of executive positions at various specialty metals companies, eventually joining Vasco in the early
1960s as president.

Once Roberts joined the company, Singleton began to remove himself from operations, freeing up
the majority of his time to focus on strategic and capital allocation issues.

Shortly thereafter, Singleton became the first of the conglomerateurs to stop acquiring. In mid-
1969, with the multiple on his stock falling and acquisition prices rising, he abruptly dismissed his
acquisition team. Singleton, as a disciplined buyer, realized that with a lower P/E ratio, the currency of
his stock was no longer attractive for acquisitions. From this point on, the company never made
another material purchase and never issued another share of stock.

The effectiveness of this acquisition strategy can be seen in table 2-1. Over its first ten years as a
public company, Teledyne’s earnings per share (EPS) grew an astonishing sixty-four-fold, while
shares outstanding grew less than fourteen times, resulting in significant value creation for
shareholders.
TABLE 2-1

Teledyne’s first-decade financial results ($ in millions)

Source: This table was provided by Tom Smith, an investor and longtime Teledyne observer.

a. Adjusted for stock splits and stock dividends.

Singleton came of age at a time when there was great faith in quantitative expertise. The 1940s and
1950s were the era of the “Whiz Kids,” a group of exceptionally talented young mathematicians and
engineers who used advanced statistical analysis to transform a succession of iconic American
institutions, starting with the Army Air Corps (precursor to the modern air force) in World War II,
continuing with the Ford Motor Company during the 1950s, and culminating in the Pentagon with the
naming of former Whiz Kid Robert McNamara as defense secretary in 1961.

The power in these organizations lay at headquarters with an elite corps of young, exceptionally
bright, quantitatively adept executives who exerted centralized control and put new, mathematically
based systems in place for running operations. Analytical talent imposed order on far-flung, chaotic
operations, resulting in greater efficiency, whether of bombing raids or manufacturing plants.

Many conglomerateurs adopted this headquarters-centric approach to running their companies and
developed large corporate staffs, replete with vice presidents and planning departments. Interestingly,
Singleton, who had worked closely with Tex Thornton, one of the original Whiz Kids, devised an
entirely different approach for his company.





divisions. To accomplish these objectives, Singleton resorted to new tactics, again confounding Wall
Street.
FIGURE 2-1

Teledyne insurance book value ($ in millions)a

a. Shows sum of book equity values for Unitrin and Argonaut subsidiaries.

Singleton was a pioneer in the use of spin-offs, which he believed would both simplify succession
issues at Teledyne (by reducing the company’s complexity) and unlock the full value of the
company’s large insurance operations for shareholders. In the words of longtime board member
Fayez Sarofim, Singleton believed “there was a time to conglomerate and a time to deconglomerate.”7
The time for deconglomeration finally arrived in 1986 with the debut spin-off of Argonaut, the
company’s worker’s compensation insurer.

Next, in 1990, Singleton spun off Unitrin, the company’s largest insurance operation, with Jerry
Jerome as CEO. This was a significant move as Unitrin accounted for the majority of Teledyne’s
enterprise value at that time. It has had excellent returns since going public under the leadership of
Jerome and his successor, Dick Vie.

Starting in the mid- to late 1980s, Teledyne’s noninsurance operations slowed in the face of a
cyclical downturn in the energy and specialty metals markets and fraud charges at its defense
business. In 1987, at a time when both acquisition and stock prices (including his own) were at
historic highs, Singleton concluded that he had no better, higher-returning options for deploying the
company’s cash flow, and declared the company’s first dividend in twenty-six years as a public
company. This was a seismic event for longtime Teledyne observers, signaling the arrival of a new
phase in the company’s history.

After these successful spin-offs and with Roberts established in the CEO role, Singleton retired as



chairman in 1991 to focus on his extensive cattle ranching operations. (Ranching held a singular
appeal for Singleton as it did for many successful, Texas-born entrepreneurs of his generation, and he
would eventually acquire over 1 million acres of ranchland across New Mexico, Arizona, and
California.) He returned, however, in 1996 to personally negotiate the merger of Teledyne’s remaining
manufacturing operations with Allegheny Industries and fend off a hostile takeover bid by raider
Bennett LeBow. In these negotiations, according to Bill Rutledge, Teledyne’s president at the time,
Singleton focused exclusively on getting the best possible price, ignoring other peripheral issues such
as management titles and board composition.8 Again, the outcome was a favorable one for Teledyne
share holders: a 30 percent premium to the company’s prior trading price.

Singleton left behind an extraordinary record, dwarfing both his peers and the market. From 1963
(the first year for which we have reliable stock data) to 1990, when he stepped down as chairman,
Singleton delivered a remarkable 20.4 percent compound annual return to his shareholders (including
spin-offs), compared to an 8.0 percent return for the S&P 500 over the same period and an 11.6
percent return for other major conglomerate stocks (see figure 2-2).

A dollar invested with Henry Singleton in 1963 would have been worth $180.94 by 1990, an almost
ninefold outperformance versus his peers and a more than twelvefold outperformance versus the
S&P 500, leaving Jack Welch a distant speck in his rearview mirror.
FIGURE 2-2
Teledyne stock price  during the Singleton era versus S&P 500 and peers

a. Adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends, and cash dividends (assumed to be reinvested and taxed at 40 percent).

b. Comparable conglomerates include Litton Industries, ITT, Gulf & Western, and Textron.

The Nuts and Bolts
One of the most important decisions any CEO makes is how he spends his time—specifically, how
much time he spends in three essential areas: management of operations, capital allocation, and
investor relations. Henry Singleton’s approach to time management was, not surprisingly, very





Dynamics’ stock (not unlike Buffett’s large purchase of Gen Re, also done with a stock currency
then trading at a record premium).

As Chabraja described it to me, “What drove me was the realization that the stock was trading at a
significant premium to our historic norm: twenty-three times next year’s projected earnings versus an
historic average of sixteen times. So what do you do with a high-priced stock? Use it to acquire a
premium asset in a related field at a lower multiple and benefit from the arbitrage.”11 As Ray Lewis
summarized, “Nick sold shares equaling one-third of the company to acquire a business that provided
half of our consolidated operating cash flow.”12
FIGURE 3-2
P/E ratio—based on average P/E by year

Source: Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and General Dynamics annual report.

As with Anders’s sale of the company’s F-16 business, Chabraja’s equity sale underscores the
important point that the best capital allocators are practical, opportunistic, and flexible. They are not
bound by ideology or strategy. In 1999, Chabraja saw a unique opportunity to grow and diversify his
company by utilizing a uniquely inexpensive currency, and he grabbed it, adding significant economic
value for his shareholders.

. . .

So, what exactly did this troika do with all the cash?

When it came to capital allocation, Anders and his successors made consistently, often radically,
different decisions than their largest peers. At a time when his peers were on an acquisition binge,
Anders, as we’ve seen, was an active seller. He made no acquisitions, spent very little on capital
expenditures, and made savvy use of dividends and share repurchases, both of which were new to
the industry.

After Anders’s extended shrinking exercise, Mellor’s major contribution in the allocation arena was
to reopen the door to acquisitions with the sizable 1995 Bath transaction while continuing Anders’s
parsimonious approach to dividends and capital expenditures. Like Anders, Chabraja also pursued an
idiosyncratic allocation strategy: spending meaningfully less money on capital expenditures and paying













enormous bet. This price equaled a multiple of six times cash flow for HBJ’s core publishing assets,
an attractive price relative to comparable transactions (Smith would eventually sell those businesses
for eleven times cash flow). Table 7-1 outlines the sources and uses for the transaction, giving a
sense for its complexity and the number of parties involved.

Following the HBJ acquisition in 1991, General Cinema spun off its mature theater business into a
separate publicly traded entity, GC Companies (GCC), allowing management to focus its attention on
the larger retail and publishing businesses. Smith and his management team proceeded to operate both
the retail and the publishing businesses over the next decade. In 2003, Smith sold the HBJ publishing
assets to Reed Elsevier, and in 2006 he sold Neiman Marcus, the last vestige of the General Cinema
portfolio, to a consortium of private equity buyers. Both transactions would set valuation records
within their industries, capping an extraordinary run for Smith and General Cinema shareholders.
TABLE 7-1

Financial data from General Cinema’s acquisition of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

Source: General Cinema/Harcourt Brace Jovanovich joint proxy statement, pp. 32, 40, 46–47.

Smith, thrust unexpectedly into the CEO spot by his father’s death, posted extraordinary numbers
over his forty-three years at the helm of General Cinema (see figure 7-1), generating a remarkable
16.1 percent compound annual return for his shareholders, dwarfing the 9 percent returns for the
S&P and the 9.8 percent returns for GE over the same period. A dollar invested with Dick Smith at
the beginning of 1962 would have been worth $684 at the end of the period. That same dollar invested
in the S&P would have been worth $43, and $60 if invested with GE.

The Nuts and Bolts
Smith evolved a distinctive approach to managing General Cinema’s operations. He ran the company
in close collaboration with a coterie of three top executives: chief financial officer Woody Ives, chief
operating officer Bob Tarr, and corporate counsel Sam Frankenheim. He officially designated this
group the Office of the Chairman, or the OOC. The OOC met weekly, and Smith actively encouraged
debate among his top executives. Longtime General Cinema investment banker Caesar Sweitzer



characterized these sessions as “wrestling matches conducted in a constructive, collegial way.”4
FIGURE 7-1
Total shareholder return dramatically exceeded the S&P 500 and comparables’ return

Total value of $1 invested in January 1962.a

Source: Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP).

Note: NMG was spun off to GC shareholders in October 1989, and Harcourt General was sold to Reed Elsevier in July 2001.
In order to capture the return generated from the sale of NMG to TPG and Warburg Pincus in October 2005, assume that
proceeds from the sale to Reed Elsevier are reinvested in a security whose value grows each year at the average growth of
Leucadia and the S&P 500 for that year (Leucadia and S&P CAGR of 17.7% and 0.7% over the period of July 2001–October
2005).

a. Assumes that dividends (taxed at 35%) are reinvested upon receipt into common shares of the stock of the company.

Smith was even willing to be outvoted by the other OOC members. Woody Ives, the company’s
talented CFO, remembers one of his proudest moments at General Cinema (Ives later left to lead a
successful turnaround at Eastern Resources), when a joint venture to enter the cable business with
Comcast and CBS was shot down by the board after Smith let Ives voice a dissenting opinion: “He
gave me permission to publicly disagree with him in front of the Board. Very few CEOs would have
done that.”5

General Cinema operated with a very lean corporate staff. The company had its corporate
headquarters next to one of its theaters in the rear of a nondescript shopping mall in Chestnut Hill,
Massachusetts. Smith proudly notes that this suburban office space was effectively rent free because
the theater covered the rent expense for the entire complex. Smith delegated management of day-
today operations to the OOC and the division heads, and spent little time on investor communications,
which were “only adequate,” according to Putnam analyst Bob Beck.6 Instead, he spent the majority
of his time on strategic and capital allocation issues.

The company was run very tightly by this small group of managers. David Wargo, a longtime
media investor, shared a report with me that he wrote following a meeting with management





FIGURE 8-1
Berkshire Hathaway value of $1

Source: Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and Compustat.

During Buffett’s long tenure, Berkshire’s returns have exceeded those of the S&P by an
extraordinary hundredfold, massively outperforming GE in the Welch era and any index of peers.

The Nuts and Bolts
Buffett’s exceptional results derived from an idiosyncratic approach in three critical and interrelated
areas: capital generation, capital allocation, and management of operations.

Charlie Munger has said that the secret to Berkshire’s longterm success has been its ability to
“generate funds at 3 percent and invest them at 13 percent,” and this consistent ability to create low-
cost funds for investment has been an underappreciated contributor to the company’s financial
success.1 Remarkably, Buffett has almost entirely eschewed debt and equity issuances—virtually all
of Berkshire’s investment capital has been generated internally.

The company’s primary source of capital has been float from its insurance subsidiaries, although
very significant cash has also been provided by wholly owned subsidiaries and by the occasional sale
of investments. Buffett has in effect created a capital “flywheel” at Berkshire, with funds from these





The second pattern is t iming investments to coincide with significant management or strategy changes. Buffett  uses the
analogy of a pro-am golf event to describe these investment opportunities, which arise when a company with an excellent
“franchise-type” business invests in other businesses with lower returns: “Even if all of the amateurs are hopeless duffers,



the team’s best-ball score will be respectable because of the dominating skills of the professional.”b When, however,
Buffett  sees that a new management team is removing the amateurs from the foursome and returning focus to the
company’s core businesses, he pays close attention, as the preceding table demonstrates.

a. Berkshire Hathaway annual reports, 1977–2011.

b. Berkshire Hathaway annual reports, 1989.

Buffett has created an attractive, highly differentiated option for sellers of large private businesses,
one that falls somewhere between an IPO and a private equity sale. A sale to Berkshire is unique in
allowing an owner/operator to achieve liquidity while continuing to run the company without
interference or Wall Street scrutiny. Buffett offers an environment that is completely free of corporate
bureaucracy, with unlimited access to capital for worthwhile projects. This package is highly
differentiated from the private equity alternative, which promises a high level of investor involvement
and a typical five-year holding period before the next exit event.

Buffett never participates in auctions. As David Sokol, the (now former) CEO of MidAmerican
Energy and NetJets, told me, “We simply don’t get swept away by the excitement of bidding.”9
Instead, remarkably, Buffett has created a system in which the owners of leading private companies
call him. He avoids negotiating valuation, asking interested sellers to contact him and name their price.
He promises to give an answer “usually in five minutes or less.”10 This requirement forces potential
sellers to move quickly to their lowest acceptable price and ensures that his time is used efficiently.

Buffett does not spend significant time on traditional due diligence and arrives at deals with
extraordinary speed, often within a few days of first contact. He never visits operating facilities and
rarely meets with management before deciding on an acquisition.
TABLE 8-2

Buffett’s approach to private company acquisitions versus that of private equity firms





CHAPTER 9

Radical Rationality
The Outsider’s Mind-Set

You are right not because others agree with you, but because your facts and reasoning are sound.

—Benjamin Graham

What makes him a leader is precisely that he is able to think things through for himself.

—William Deresiewicz, lecture to West Point plebe class, October 2009

Stepping back, we can see in figure 9-1 the value of a dollar invested with the outsider CEOs versus
their peers, the broader market, and Jack Welch.

Pretty impressive—the numbers speak for themselves and nicely summarize the achievement of
these extraordinary executives. These phenomenal records, however, were assembled for the most
part last century. So the question is, are the experiences and lessons of these CEOs still relevant to
managers and investors operating in today’s rapidly changing competitive environment? The answer is
borne out in the examples of two more recent companies: one small (Pre-Paid Legal) and one large
(ExxonMobil).
FIGURE 9-1
Value of $1



plans.
TABLE 9-1

A shared worldview

Their specific actions stemmed from a broader, shared mindset and added up to nothing less than a
new model for CEO success, one centered on the optimal management of firm resources. Although
the outsider CEOs were an extraordinarily talented group, their advantage relative to their peers was
one of temperament, not intellect. Fundamentally, they believed that what mattered was clear-eyed
decision making, and in their cultures they emphasized the seemingly old-fashioned virtues of frugality
and patience, independence and (occasional) boldness, rationality and logic.

Their unorthodox approach proved a robust source of competitive advantage across a wide variety
of industries and market conditions. Fundamentally, as table 9-2 demonstrates, these executives
practiced a sort of radical rationality. They had the perspective of the long-term investor or owner,
not the high-paid employee—a very different hat than most CEOs wear to work.
TABLE 9-2

A profile in iconoclasm



. . .

So, back to the question at hand: for whom are the experiences and lessons of these CEOs relevant?
The short answer is virtually any manager or business owner. The good news is that you don’t need
to be a marketing or technical genius or a charismatic visionary to be a highly effective CEO. You do,
however, need to understand capital allocation and to think carefully about how to best deploy your
company’s resources to create value for shareholders. You have to be willing to always ask what the
return is and to go forward only with projects that offer attractive returns using conservative
assumptions. And you have to have the confidence to occasionally do things differently from your
peers. Managers and entrepreneurs who follow these principles, who commit to rationality and to
thinking for themselves, can expect to make the most of the cards they’re dealt and to delight their
shareholders.

Postlude: Old Dogs, Old Tricks
If you can keep your head when all about you are losing theirs . . .

—Rudyard Kipling, “If”

As the Nobel Prize–winning chemist Louis Pasteur once observed, “Chance favors . . . the prepared mind,” and speaking of
prepared minds, let’s conclude by looking at how the two remaining active outsider CEOs, Warren Buffett  and John
Malone, navigated the financial meltdown that followed the September 2008 collapse of Lehman Brothers.

As you would expect, both pursued dramatically different courses from their peers’. At a time when virtually all of
corporate America was sitt ing on the sidelines, shepherding cash, and nursing ailing balance sheets, these two lions in winter
were actively on the prowl.

Buffett , after a long period of relative inactivity stretching back to the immediate aftermath of 9/11, has had one of the
most active periods of his long career. Since the fourth quarter of 2008, he has deployed over $80 billion (over $15 billion
of it  in the first  twenty-five days after the Lehman collapse) in a wide variety of investing activities:
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